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Temperature oscillations in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection
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Department of Physics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078

~Received 5 March 2002; revised manuscript received 20 March 2002; published 23 August 2002!

A systematic study of temperature oscillations in turbulent thermal convection was carried out in two
aspect-ratio-one convection cells filled with water. Temperature correlation functions and local velocity fluc-
tuations were measured over varying Rayleigh numbers and spatial positions across the entire cell. These
measurements fully characterize the spatial structure of the temperature oscillation and reveal the mixing and
emission dynamics of the thermal plumes near the conducting surface. A sharp transition from a random
chaotic state to a correlated turbulent state of finite coherence time is found when the Rayleigh number
becomes larger than a critical value Rac.53107. Above Rac the measured temperature correlation functions
show a well-defined oscillation with a finite coherence time. The oscillation period is found to be twice as large
as the cell crossing time. The experiment demonstrates how the thermal plumes in a closed cell organize
themselves both in space and time and generate coherent oscillations in a turbulent environment.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.026308 PACS number~s!: 47.27.2i, 44.25.1f, 05.40.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

An intriguing feature of turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard con-
vection is the emergence of a well-defined low-frequen
oscillation in the temperature power spectrum@1,2#. This os-
cillation takes place in the hard turbulence regime when
Rayleigh number Ra becomes larger than a critical va
Rac.53107. Recent velocity measurements@3,4# find a
similar oscillation in the velocity power spectrum. The c
herent oscillations are observed in various convecting flu
such as low-temperature helium gas@1,2#, mercury@5,6#, sul-
fur hexafluoride gas@3#, and water@4,7#. These measure
ments have stimulated considerable theoretical efforts, ai
at explaining the dynamic origin of the temperature osci
tion @1,2,6,8#.

It was first interpreted as an oscillation of a stably stra
fied region of size comparable to the mixing zone@1# and
later was linked to the rotation frequency of the large-sc
circulation in turbulent convection@2,6#. In the latter case
the oscillation frequencyf 0 is determined by the circulation
frequency,U/(4L), for an aspect-ratio-one cell with heightL
and having an average large-scale velocityU. With this in-
terpretation,f 0 has been used to probeU as a function of Ra
in low-temperature helium gas@1,2,9,10# and in mercury
@5,6#. These two systems are very important for the study
ultrahigh Rayleigh number and ultralow Prandtl number c
vection, but it is extremely difficult to carry out direct veloc
ity measurements in helium gas and mercury. Finding a r
able velocity indicator from temperature measureme
therefore, becomes essential for the study of turbulent c
vection in the two systems.

Recently, Villermaux@8# proposed that the temperatu
oscillation is caused by a thermal boundary layer instabi
triggered by the incoming thermal plumes, which are tra
ported along the cell periphery by the large-scale circulati
His model assumes that the unstable modes~i.e., the thermal
plumes! in the upper and lower thermal boundary layers
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teract through a delayed nonlinear coupling with a time c
stant t0.L/U, which is the transit time for thermal plume
to travel between the two conducting surfaces of the cell~cell
crossing time!. Because of this delayed coupling, the therm
plumes are excited alternately between the upper and lo
boundary layers with a local frequencyf 051/(2t0)
.U/(2L). Villermaux’s model provides an interestin
mechanism for the temperature oscillation, but its predictio
have not been examined experimentally in detail.

In an attempt to further understand the structure and
namics of the thermal plumes, we have recently carried o
systematic study of the temperature and velocity fields
turbulent convection. Using the techniques of laser Dopp
velocimetry~LDV !, thermometry, and flow visualization, w
map out the temperature and velocity structures in the pl
of the large-scale circulation. These temperature and velo
measurements are conducted in convection cells with dif
ent aspect ratios and over varying Rayleigh numbers
spatial positions across the cell. Water is used as the conv
ing fluid, in which the temperature and velocity measu
ments can be made simultaneously with high accura
These local measurements provide a body of reliable ve
ity and temperature data and complement the global m
surements of heat transport in turbulent convection@1,9–13#.

In Ref. @14# ~and a rapid communication@4#!, we have
described the detailed structure of the mean velocity field
three different convection cells with the aspect ratioA50.5,
1, and 2, respectively. Large velocity fluctuations are fou
both in the central region and near the cell boundary. Des
the large velocity fluctuations, the flow field still maintains
large-scale quasi-two-dimensional structure, which rotate
a coherent manner. An important finding of the experimen
that the spatial distribution of the thermal plumes in a clos
cell is neither homogeneous nor isotropic. The therm
plumes organize themselves in such a way that warm plu
accumulate on one side of the cell and cold plumes conc
trate on the opposite side of the cell. Because of buoya
the spatial separation of warm and cold plumes provide
self-feeding mechanism, which drives the large-scale cir
lation continuously.
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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In this paper, we focus our attention on the structure of
temperature field in turbulent convection. Direct measu
ments of local temperature fluctuations and their spatial c
relation functions are carried out in two aspect-ratio-one c
over varying Rayleigh numbers and spatial positions acr
the entire cell. These measurements reveal the emission
mixing dynamics of the thermal plumes near the conduct
surface and explain the dynamic origin of the temperat
oscillation in turbulent convection. The experiment demo
strates that the thermal plumes in a closed cell are organ
not only in space but also in time, which provides a uniq
driving mechanism for the convective flow. It is shown th
the structural measurements are essential for the physica
derstanding of turbulent convection, whereas single-po
measurements can only provide limited information.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
first describe the apparatus and the experimental metho
Sec. II. Experimental results are discussed in Sec. III.
nally, the work is summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is conducted in two vertically orient
cylindrical cells filled with water. The height of the large
cell is 19.4 cm and its inner diameter is 19.0 cm. The sma
cell is 8.2 cm in height and 8.2 cm in inner diameter. T
corresponding aspect ratio (A5diameter/height) of these
cells is unity. Details about the apparatus have been
scribed elsewhere@15#, and here we mention only some ke
points. The sidewall of the cells is made of a transpar
Plexiglas ring with a wall thickness of 0.6 cm. The upper a
lower plates are made of brass and their surfaces are ele
plated with a thin layer of gold. Two silicon rubber film
heaters connected in parallel are sandwiched on the back
of the lower plate to provide constant and uniform heati
The upper plate is in contact with a cooling chamber, wh
temperature is maintained constant by circulating cold wa
from a temperature bath. The temperature differenceDT be-
tween the upper and lower plates is measured by two t
mistors embedded in each plate.

The two cells are used to extend the accessible rang
the Rayleigh number Ra5agDTL3/(nk), where g is the
gravitational acceleration,L is the cell height, anda, n, and
k are, respectively, the thermal expansion coefficient,
kinematic viscosity, and the thermal diffusivity of the co
vecting fluid ~water!. The larger cell covers the Ra rang
between 7.53108 and 131010, and the smaller cell cover
the Ra range between 1.83107 and 7.13108. In the experi-
ment, the mean temperature of the bulk fluid is kept
;29 °C and the corresponding Prandtl number, Pr5n/k, is
;5.5. The temperature of the upper and lower plates is re
lated within 0.1 °C in standard deviation, which is less th
2.5% of the maximumDT used in the experiment.

Figure 1~a! shows the experimental arrangement for t
temperature and velocity measurements. Two small mov
thermistors (T1 andT2) of diameter of 0.2 mm, time con
stant of 15 ms, and temperature sensitivity of 1 mK/V
~Thermometrics, AB6E3-B10KA202J! are used to measur
the local fluid temperature. To guide the thermistors into
02630
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cell, we install two horizontal stainless steel tubes of dia
eter of 1.1 mm on two opposing sides of the sidewall. T
two tubes can be mounted at three different heights of
cell. At a given height each tube can slide in and out so t
the local fluid temperatureTi(t) ~herei is used to indicate the
probe position! can be measured at various horizontal po
tions away from the sidewall. All the thermistors used a
calibrated individually with an accuracy of 0.01 °C. Ea
thermistor is connected to an ac bridge as a resistance
The voltage signals from the two ac bridges are measu
simultaneously by a two-channel dynamical signal analy
~HP 35665A! at a sampling rate ranging from 2 to 20 H
Smaller sampling rates are used to obtain long-time reco
~18–36 h! in order to achieve better statistics for low
frequency data. Typically, we take 7-h-long time series d
(;43105 data points! at each position for the correlation
power spectrum, and Ra-dependence measurements.
data accumulation time is much longer than the time sc
for the large-scale circulation, which is of the order of 1 m
ensuring that the statistical average of the flow propertie
adequate. In this way, we obtain a complete series of t
perature data at various Rayleigh numbers and spatial l
tions with the highest statistical accuracy possible.

Local velocity measurements are conducted using a t
component LDV system~TSI Inc.! together with an argon-
ion laser~Coherent Innova 90!. A long rectangular flat win-
dow ~W! is inserted onto the sidewall to admit the incide

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the experimental setup~top
view!: T1, T2, temperature probes; 1, 2, laser beams for LDV;W,
optical window. ~b! Space coordinates and ten locations for t
temperature measurements. The long arrows near the sidewall
cate the direction of the large-scale circulation.
8-2
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TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS IN TURBULENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 026308 ~2002!
laser beams and observe the scattered light by the seed
ticles. The width of the optical window is 3 cm for the larg
cell and 1.5 cm for the smaller cell and its length is the sa
as the height of the Plexiglas ring. Two pairs of laser bea
of different color~blue and gree! coming from a fiber-optic
transceiver of the LDV system are directed through the
tical window and focused onto a single measuring point
side the convection cell. The fiber-optic transceiver ha
receiving fiber, which collects the scattered light in the ba
ward direction and feeds it to two photomultiplier tubes. T
focusing spot has a cylindrical probe volume of 1.31 mm
length and 0.09 mm in diameter. The two laser beams sh
in Fig. 1~a! are in the horizontal plane and are used to m
sure the horizontal velocityvx in the x direction. The other
two laser beams~not shown! are in the vertical plane paralle
to the laser propagation direction. These two beams are
to measure the vertical velocityvz in the z direction.

The analog signals from the photomultiplier tubes are
to a two-channel LDV signal processor~Model IFA-655, TSI
Inc.!, which uses the fast Fourier transform to resolve
two velocity components. The sampling rate of the veloc
measurements is 10–15 Hz, which is approximately
times larger than the cutoff frequency of the velocity pow
spectrum. In the calculation of the velocity statistics, we u
the transit time weighting to correct for the velocity sampli
bias @16#. Monodisperse polymer latex spheres of 4.75mm
in diameter are used as the seed particles. Because their
sity (1.05 g/cm3) matches closely to that of water, the se
particles follow the local flow well. In the experiment, w
measure the local velocity as a function of time and the m
suring position~laser focusing spot! can be varied continu
ously along they axis ~horizontal scan! and thez axis ~ver-
tical scan!. This is accomplished by moving the LDV fibe
optic transceiver probe, which is mounted on a traversa
table.

Figure 1~b! shows the space coordinates to be used be
in the presentation of the temperature and velocity meas
ments. The origin of the coordinate system coincides w
the center of the lower conducting surface. Thex andz axes
are in the rotation plane of the large-scale circulation~LSC!
and they axis is perpendicular to the rotation plane. The t
marks indicate the locations of the temperature measurem
made in the rotation plane. Early temperature measurem
@6# showed that the azimuth of LSC rotates slowly in tim
when the cylindrical cell is leveled perfectly. To pin dow
the azimuthal rotation, we tilt the cell with a small ang
(,1 °) by adding a few sheets of paper on one side of
cell bottom. Cilibertoet al. @7# have shown that such a sma
tilt does not affect turbulent convection very much. When
tilt the cell at the positionB @see Fig. 1~a!#, LSC is set up in
the x-z plane and its rotational direction is shown in Fi
1~b!. In this case, the LDV setup shown in Fig. 1~a! is ca-
pable of measuring the two in-plane velocity componentsvx
and vz . Similarly, we can tilt the cell at the positionA. In
this case, LSC is set up in they-z plane and one can measu
an in-plane velocity component along the mean flow dir
tion and an out-plane velocity component perpendicular
the rotation plane of LSC. To avoid confusion, hereinafter
02630
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choose thex-z plane to coincide with the rotation plane o
LSC regardless of the actual arrangement of the tilt.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spatial structure of temperature oscillations

We first discuss the temperature oscillation in the plane
LSC. Some of the results have been reported previou
in a rapid communication@17#. Figure 2~a! shows the
measured temperature cross-correlation function,gc(t)
5^dT1(t)dT5(t1t)&/DT2, as a function of delay timet at
Ra51.43109 ~solid curve! @18#. Here the temperature fluc
tuation is defined asdTi(t)5Ti(t)2T̄i , with T̄i being the
local mean temperature. In the experiment, the two temp
ture probes are placed, respectively, at positions 1 an
~both at midheight of the cell and 8 mm away from th
sidewall! as indicated in Fig. 1~b!. Figure 2~a! reveals two
important features ofgc(t). First, the measuredgc(t) has a
well-defined oscillation atf 0, which varies with bothL and
Ra ~see Fig. 12 below!. Second, the amplitude of the osci
lation decays with time, indicating that the oscillation has
finite coherence timetc . These interesting features are al
observed in the autocorrelation function,ga(t)
5^dTi(t)dTi(t1t)&/DT2 ( i 51 or 5!, as shown by the
open circles in Fig. 2~a!.

The emergence of a well-defined oscillation in the sid
wall region is an intriguing feature of turbulent convectio
and has stimulated considerable theoretical debates o
dynamic origin@1,2,6#. Villermaux’s model@8# provided a
detailed description for the temperature oscillation and g
two specific predictions, which can be compared with expe
ment. The first prediction is about the oscillation pattern
the local temperature signals. Because of the alterna
emission of thermal plumes between the upper and lo
thermal boundary layers, a local temperature probe at p

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured temperature autocorrelation functi
ga(t) ~open circles! and cross-correlation functiongc(t) ~solid
curve! as a function of delay timet at Ra51.43109. ~b! Measured
frequency power spectraPT( f ) of the temperature signals near th
sidewall at Ra51.43109 ~solid curve! and at Ra54.73107 ~dashed
curve!.
8-3
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X.-L. QIU AND P. TONG PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 026308 ~2002!
tion 5, for example, will detect strong and weak burst sign
in alternation. As indicated in Fig. 4~see the discussion o
Fig. 6 for more details!, the strong signals come from th
rising warm plumes that are generated from the lower c
ducting surface~at the lower right corner of the cell! when
the falling cold plumes hit the lower surface~on the lower
left side of the cell!. These signals contribute to a domina
peak atf 0 in the frequency power spectrumPT( f ). The weak
signals, on the other hand, come from those warm plum
that are produced from the lower surface~at the lower right
corner of the cell! when the cold plumes just erupt from th
upper surface~at the upper left corner of the cell!. Because of
buoyancy, the emission of the cold plumes produces a
sation to the large-scale circulation, which triggers a we
burst of warm plumes at the lower surface. Because the~hy-
drodynamic! interaction is indirect and long ranged, the im
pact of the pulsation on the plume emission at the low
surface is weaker when compared with the direct bomba
ment by the cold plumes. These weak burst signals give
to a smaller peak at 2f 0 in PT( f ). Indeed, the measure
PT( f ) ~solid curve! in Fig. 2~b! clearly reveals a dominan
peak atf 050.0117 Hz and a second peak at 2f 0. Figure 2
thus confirms the first prediction of Villermaux’s model. Th
small second peak was also observed recently in a l
temperature convection experiment@19#.

In fact, the strong temperature oscillations can be
served directly from the time series data. Figure 3 shows
time series measurement of temperature fluctuations at p
tion 1 and position 5. It is seen that the temperature fluct
tions in the sidewall region are highly skewed toward o
direction. Cold fluctuations are superposed on an aver
base line at position 1 and warm fluctuations are found
position 5. The downward going spikes are associated w
falling cold plumes and the upward going spikes are ass
ated with rising warm plumes. They are separated into
opposing sidewall regions. From the flow visualization
Ra.109, we observe that the thermal plumes in the sidew
region often group together when moving across the c
Individual plumes are observed rarely near the sidewall. T
collective behavior of the thermal plumes is clearly seen
Fig. 3~a!. They arrive in groups at a frequencyf 0 so that a
dominant peak is found inPT( f ). Figure 3 thus suggests tha
the temperature oscillation is generated by a process inv

FIG. 3. Time series measurement of temperature fluctuation
position 5~upper curve! and position 1~lower curve!. The measure-
ments are made at Ra53.23109.
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ing many interacting plumes. We will discuss this effect fu
ther in Sec. III B. It is also found from Fig. 3 that the tw
burst signals at position 1 and position 5 are out of pha
Because the local mean temperatureT̄i is shifted from the
average base line~such that̂ dTi(t)&50), on which the burst
signals are superposed, the measuredgc(t) is shifted upward
with a positive value att50 @see Fig. 2~a!#.

The second prediction of Villermaux’s model gives a r
lationship between the oscillation frequencyf 0 and the large-
scale velocityU. As mentioned in Introduction, the detaile
structure of the velocity field in turbulent convection h
been fully documented in Refs.@14,4# and here we only refer
to some key points. Figure 4 shows a sketch of the velo
field in an aspect-ratio-one cell. The flow field has a qua
two-dimensional structure, which undergoes a coherent r
tion. The single-roll structure shown in Fig. 4 can be divid
into three regions in the rotation plane:~i! a thin viscous
boundary layer around the cell periphery,~ii ! a fully mixed
central core region of size;L/2, and ~iii ! an intermediate
plume-dominated buffer layer of thickness;L/4. The
plume-dominated buffer layer is the active region that driv
the large-scale circulation. Thermal plumes erupt into
region from the upper and lower thermal boundary lay
and are separated laterally in the two opposing sidewall
gions. The warm and cold plumes exert buoyancy forces
the fluid and drive the vertical rising and falling flows ne
the sidewall. The central core region is ‘‘sheared’’ by t
rising and falling plumes near the sidewall, resulting in
constant mean velocity gradient in the region.

With this flow structure, it becomes clear that the nonl
ear delay timet0 in Villermaux’s model is the cell crossing
time L/U. In Sec. III C we will discuss the measurement
the rotation rateg of LSC. In the experiment, we obtaing
from the slope of the linear velocity profile in the centr
core region. The average speed of the large-scale flow

at

FIG. 4. A schematic drawing of the velocity field and the plum
distribution in the aspect-ratio-one cell. The central core region~un-
shaded! is the fully mixed bulk region and the shaded area sho
the plume-dominant region. The thin layers with wiggly lines ne
the upper and lower surfaces indicate the thermal boundary lay
Cold plumes~light colored! fall on the left side of the cell and warm
plumes~dark colored! rise on the right side of the cell. The arrow
indicate the direction of the large-scale circulation.
8-4
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TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS IN TURBULENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 026308 ~2002!
the sidewall is given byU.gL/2. It is shown in Fig. 12 that
the normalized oscillation frequency 2f 0L2/n ~solid tri-
angles! coincides with the Reynolds number Re5UL/n
5gL2/(2n) ~open circles! in the Ra range between 108 and
1010. Figure 12 thus confirms the second prediction,f 0
5U/(2L), of Villermaux’s model. Note that the plot in Fig
12 is a compensated plot, which is sensitive to small va
tions. The experimental uncertainties for the mean velo
measurement are mainly statistical and the relative error
U is less than 3%. The accuracy of the LDV instrument
better than 1%. We will discuss more experimental det
about the large-scale velocity in Sec. III C.

In many early experiments,f 0 was interpreted as the ro
tation frequency,U/(4L), assuming that the thermal plume
also travel along the upper and lower surfaces with the sp
U @2,6#. Figure 12 clearly shows that this is not the case. T
important question one might ask is how the temperat
disturbances propagate near the conducting surface.
though Villermaux’s model explained the main features
the temperature oscillation, it is nevertheless a simplifi
phenomenological model, which assumes that the interac
between the upper and lower thermal boundary layers ca
adequately described by two coupled time-dependent am
tude equations. Because it does not involve any space
ables, Villermaux’s model cannot provide information abo
the structure and dynamics of the thermal plumes near
conducting surface. To answer the above question, we m
sure the temperature fluctuations at five different horizon
locations above the lower surface. The positions 6–10 sh
in Fig. 1~b! are 8 mm above the bottom plate~outside the
thermal boundary layer! and their horizontal coordinates ar
respectively,x528, 25, 0, 5, and 8 cm. The direction o
the horizontal flow near the lower surface is from position
to position 10~left to right!.

Figure 5~a! shows the measured cross-correlation fu
tions gc(t) between position 1 and the four horizontal po
tions 6–9~top to bottom curves!. Using the temperature sig
nal at position 1 as a reference, the cross-correla
functions measure the time required for the thermal plum
to travel from position 1 to the four horizontal positions 6–
The transit time can be determined by the position of the fi
peak in the measuredgc(t). It is found from Fig. 5~a! that
the downward plume traveling time from position 1 to po
tions 6–9 is, respectively, 1261, 1261, 1362, and 13
62 s. The experimental uncertainties come from the de
mination of the peak position. If the thermal plumes we
carried from position 6 (x528 cm) to position 9 (x
55 cm) by the large-scale flow, the time delay would
Dt5Dx/U.16 s. HereU.0.8 cm/s is used for the large
scale velocity near the lower surface@14#. The measured
time delay is only;1 s, which is much smaller than th
calculatedDt. We will discuss the initial phase differenc
between the top and bottom curves together with Fig. 6.

Similar results are also obtained for the upward plu
traveling time. Figure 5~b! shows the measuredgc(t) from
the three horizontal positions 9–7 to the final position 5~top
to bottom curves!. The obtained upward plume travelin
time is, respectively, 1161, 1562, and 1562 s. The mea-
sured time delay between positions 7 and 9 is 462 s, which
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is slightly larger than that obtained from Fig. 5~a!. While we
do not know, at the moment, the detailed dynamics ab
how such a small time delay is generated, the measurem
shown in Fig. 5 clearly support our conclusion thatf 0 is
determined byU/(2L), rather thanU/(4L), and the emis-
sion of the thermal plumes over the entire conducting surf
is triggered in a time scale much smaller than the cell cro
ing time L/U.

To further understand how cold plumes are mixed a
warm plumes are generated near the lower conducting
face, we compare, in Fig. 6, the local temperature fluct
tions at three horizontal positions 6~upstream!, 8 ~middle!,
and 10 ~downstream!. The upward going spikes shown i
Fig. 6 are produced by the warm plumes just erupted fr
the lower conducting surface. It is seen that the numbe
newly emitted warm plumes increases toward the dow
stream direction. In the lower-right corner of the cell~posi-
tion 10!, the warm plumes become very dense and tend
group together.

It has been shown@14# that the velocity field in the lower-
left side of the cell is dominated by the downward flow pr
duced by the falling cold plumes. In fact, the measured v
tical velocity along the lower central axis of the cell is in th
downward direction. The upward flow becomes predomin
only in the lower-right corner of the cell, as indicated in Fi
4. This flow structure together with the temperature measu
ments shown in Fig. 6 suggest that the heat exchange
tween the falling cold plumes and the lower conducting s
face takes place mainly on the left side of the lower pl
(;3L/4 in size!. Because of strong thermal mixing, th
emission of warm plumes is suppressed by the falling c

FIG. 5. ~a! Measured cross-correlation functionsgc(t) between
position 1 and the four horizontal positions 6–9~top to bottom
curves!. ~b! Measuredgc(t) from the three horizontal positions 9–
to the final position 5~top to bottom curves!. All the measurements
are made at Ra53.23109. For clarity, the origin of each curve is
shifted vertically.
8-5
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X.-L. QIU AND P. TONG PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 026308 ~2002!
plumes in the region. As a result, one sees less warm plu
on the lower-left side of the plate and more warm plumes
observed on the lower-right side (;L/4 in size!. Figure 4
shows a sketch of the spatial distribution of thermal plum
in the aspect-ratio-one cell. This plume distribution expla
why the top and bottom curves in Fig. 5~a! @and in Fig. 5~b!#
have a different initial phase. Because the cold plumes
cupy predominately on the lower-left side of the cell, t
measuredgc(t) between positions 1 and 6 shows the cor
lation of the cold plumes traveling across the two positio
At position 9, however, newly emitted warm plumes beco
predominant and the measuredgc(t) in this case shows the
correlation between the falling cold plumes at position 1 a
the rising warm plumes at position 9. This introduces a ne
tive sign to the measuredgc(t).

We also measuregc(t) at other locations in the rotatio
plane of LSC. The measuredgc(t) shows oscillations only
when both temperature probes are placed inside the plu
dominated sidewall region. The oscillations disappear fr
gc(t) when one of the probes is moved out of the regio
This is shown in Fig. 7, which displays the measuredgc(t)
between positions 1 and 3~solid curve! and between posi
tions 2 and 4~circles!. The three positions 2–4 are all in th
central core region with positions 2 and 4 being;L/4 away
from the sidewall~2.2 cm from the sidewall of the smalle
cell! and position 3 at the cell center. Inside the sidew
region, maximum correlations are obtained when one of
temperature probes is placed at position 1 and the othe
placed at position 5. In this case, one probe detects the ri
warm plumes and the other measures the falling cold plum
The measuredgc(t) at other locations in the sidewall regio
is of the same shape as that shown in Fig. 2~a! but has a
different initial phase. This phase difference is consist
with the fact that the fluid moves up on one side the cell a
falls down on the opposite side of the cell.

The measuredgc(t) also shows oscillations when bot
temperature probes are placed in the sidewall region but
of the rotation plane of LSC. Figure 8~a! shows the measure

FIG. 6. Time series measurement of temperature fluctuation
positions ~a! 6 (x528 cm), ~b! 8 (x50 cm), and ~c! 10 (x
58 cm). The measurements are made at Ra53.23109.
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gc(t) between two sidewall locations, similar to positions
and 5 but in the plane perpendicular to the rotation plane
LSC. When compared with Fig. 2~a!, we find thatgc(t)
shown in Fig. 8~a! is always negative and has less oscillati
cycles. It is found that the oscillation frequencyf 0 is the
same as that measured in the rotation plane. To unders
the plume motion out of the rotation plane, we plot, in F
8~b!, the corresponding temperature fluctuations at the
locations. It is seen that the burst signals are skewed tow
one direction only for a short period of time and becom
symmetric over a longer period of time. This is contrary
the situation in the rotation plane, in which the temperat
fluctuations in the sidewall region are locked in one dire

at

FIG. 7. Measured cross-correlation functiongc(t) between po-
sitions 1 and 3~solid curve! and between positions 2 and 4~circles!.
The measurements are carried out in the smaller cell at
57.13108.

FIG. 8. ~a! Measured cross-correlation functiongc(t) at Ra
53.23109. In the measurement the two temperature probes
placed in the plane perpendicular to the rotation plane of the la
scale circulation. They are at the midheight of the cell and 8 m
away from the sidewall.~b! Corresponding temperature fluctuation
at the two positions.
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TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS IN TURBULENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 026308 ~2002!
tion. Careful examination of Fig. 8~b! reveals that the burs
signals at the two locations are still correlated and their re
tive phase is off byp. Because of thisp-shift and because
the burst signals are superposed on an average base line
zero mean, the final cross-correlation functiongc(t) be-
comes negative at all delay times.

From the above measurements we arrive at the follow
physical picture for the dynamics of the thermal plumes n
the lower conducting surface. When the falling cold plum
arrive at the lower surface, heat exchange takes place in
region occupied by the cold plumes. At~almost! the same
time, the impact of the cold plumes triggers off an instabil
of the lower thermal boundary layer, resulting in an erupt
of warm plumes in other regions not occupied by the c
plumes. Because of the strong mixing effect, the emissio
warm plumes is suppressed in the region where the fal
cold plumes are annihilated. This process gives rise to a
tial separation of cold and warm plumes, which is furth
enhanced if there exists a stable large-scale flow. Such a
will localize ~or polarize! the spatial arrangement of the co
and warm plumes. Clearly, this is a self-organizing proc
in that the plume separation and the large-scale flow h
each other. In regions where there is not a stable large-s
flow ~such as in the plane perpendicular to the rotation pl
of LSC!, the separation of cold and warm plumes still r
mains but their spatial arrangement is random in a turbu
environment. In this case, fluctuations become importa
which may play an essential role in the random reversa
the large-scale flow when the convection cell is leveled p
fectly @6,19#.

B. Onset of temperature oscillations

The temperature oscillations discussed above are fo
only when the Rayleigh number becomes larger than a c
cal value Rac.53107. Below Rac the oscillations disappea
from the measuredgc(t) @and ga(t)#, and no obvious fre-
quency peak is found inPT( f ) @dashed curve in Fig. 2~b!#.
Figure 9~a! shows the measured autocorrelation funct
ga(t) ~solid curve! and cross-correlation functiongc(t)
~circles! at Ra54.73107 (,Rac). The measuredga(t) be-
comes a simple decaying function for small values of
(,Rac). Figure 9~b! shows the temperature fluctuations
positions 5 ~upper curve! and 1 ~lower curve! when Ra
54.33107. Similar to the situation at large Ra (.Rac), the
temperature fluctuations in the sidewall region remain hig
skewed toward one direction. Cold fluctuations are sup
posed on an average base line at position 1 and warm
tuations are found at position 5. This suggests that the la
scale circulation remains even in the soft turbulence reg
(Ra,Rac). In fact, direct velocity measurements ha
shown that the velocity profile below Rac is approximately
of the same shape as that in the hard turbulence regime~see
Fig. 4 in Ref.@17#!. We therefore conclude that LSC provide
only a means to transport the thermal plumes between
two conducting surfaces and is not sufficient to generate
coherent oscillation.

To understand how the coherent oscillation is genera
we examine the coherence timetc of gc(t). In the experi-
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ment we obtain the value oftc by simply counting the num-
ber of oscillation cycles through to the noise level of t
measuredgc(t). For example, we findtcf 0.7 from Fig.
2~a!. Because we are looking at the oscillations with a fix
frequency, the experimental errors for counting the osci
tion cycles are not very large. The final uncertainties fortcf 0
are61. Figure 10~a! displays the normalized coherence tim
tcf 0 as a function of Ra. It is clearly shown that the me

FIG. 9. ~a! Measured autocorrelation functionga(t) ~solid
curve! and cross-correlation functiongc(t) ~circles! at Ra54.7
3107. The measurements are conducted in the smaller cell at p
tions 1 and 5~5 mm away from the sidewall!. ~b! Temperature
fluctuations at position 5~upper curve! and position 1~lower
curve!. The measurements are made at Ra54.33107.

FIG. 10. ~a! Normalized coherence timetcf 0 as a function of
Ra. The circles are obtained from the cross-correlation functi
and the triangles are from the autocorrelation functions.~b! Normal-
ized plume sizetaU/L as a function of Ra.
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suredtcf 0 undergoes a transition near Rac.53107. Below
Rac the measuredtcf 0 is zero and no obvious oscillation i
found in gc(t). Above Rac the measuredgc(t) shows oscil-
lations and the coherence timetc increases sharply with Ra
At higher values of Ra (.23109), tcf 0 becomes saturate
at a constant value;8. We notice that the sharp transitio
for tc occurs in the same Ra range as that for the soft-to-h
turbulence transition@1,20#. While various gradual change
between the soft and hard turbulence have been reporte
early experiments@1,20,21#, Fig. 10~a! reveals a drastic
change that occurred near the transition. This is an impor
finding for the physical understanding of the universal b
havior in the hard turbulence regime.

There is a characteristic difference between Fig. 9~b! and
Fig. 3. Below Rac the thermal plumes arrive individually a
random time intervals and no frequency peak is found
PT( f ) @see dashed curve in Fig. 2~b!#. Because of random
dephasing, coherent oscillation cannot take place when
rising ~or falling! plumes arrive at the upper~lower! surface
randomly in time. Therefore, the sharp transition near Rc
reflects a change of the convective flow from a random c
otic state to a correlated turbulent state of finite cohere
time. As shown in Fig. 3, above Rac the thermal plumes in
the sidewall region tend to group together, indicating that
coherent oscillation involves many interacting plumes.
should be pointed out that the sharp transition near Rac is a
new effect, which is not included in Villermaux’s model. It
assumed in Villermaux’s model that the coupling timet0
between the upper and lower boundary layers is a consta
all values of Ra. As a result, the calculated temperature
cillation has an infinite coherence time. In real turbulent co
vection, however,t0 is actually a fluctuating quantity, which
will broaden the frequency peak atf 0, or equivalently,
shorten the coherence time of the measuredgc(t) @8#.

From Fig. 2~a! we find that the cell crossing time ist0
51/(2f 0).42.7 s at Ra51.43109. This time is too long
for an individual rising plume of life timet1.d2/k to reach
the upper surface. Here we take the thermal boundary la
thicknessd as the characteristic length~i.e., the thickness! of
the plume. Using the experimental valuesd.1.27 mm and
k.1.4731023 cm2/s, we have t1.11 s. This estimate
suggests that above Rac the rising and falling plumes in the
sidewall region must be a new class of plumes, whose l
time is longer thand2/k. For example, if two thermal plume
combine to form a ‘‘composite plume,’’ the plume size
doubled and thus its lifetime is quadrupled. In this case,
have t2.(2d)2/k.44 s, which is very close to the ce
crossing timet0.

In fact, one can be obtain the plume size directly from
decay timeta of the measuredga(t) shown in Fig. 9~a!.
Physically,ta represents the typical duration of the fluctua
ing signals shown in Fig. 9~b!. Therefore, we haveta
.da /U, whereda is a characteristic~‘‘vertical’’ ! size of the
thermal plumes passing through the temperature probe w
speedU. Figure 10~b! shows the normalized~‘‘vertical’’ !
plume sizeda /L5taU/L as a function of Ra. The deca
time ta is obtained from the exponential fit to the initia
decay of the measuredga(t). It is found that the
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exponential-like decay ofga(t) persists even when R
.Rac . The flow velocity used is U.gL/253.0
31025 Ra0.46 cm/s, whereg is the measured rotation rat
of LSC. As shown in Fig. 12 below, this power law describ
the velocity data well for Ra.53108 but has relatively
larger uncertainties for lower values of Ra. As a result,
data shown in Fig. 10~b! exhibit somewhat larger scattere
at the lower values of Ra. Nevertheless, Fig. 10~b! clearly
shows thatda is almost doubled as Ra is increased fro
;53108 to ;131010. Figure 10~b! thus provides an impor-
tant evidence for the formation of composite plumes.

It should be noted that the thermal plume is an anisotro
object with its vertical size being much larger than its ho
zontal width. As shown in Fig. 10~b!, the normalized~verti-
cal! plume size isda /L.0.07 at Ra513108, which is ap-
proximately five times larger than the corresponding therm
boundary layer thicknessd/L.0.014. We also find that the
measuredta near the lower surface at positions 6, 8, and
~not shown! is, on average, three times smaller than th
measured near the sidewall. Because the measuredta near
the lower surface is proportional to the horizontal width
the thermal plumes~which pass through the temperatu
probe with a horizontal speedU), this result suggests that th
characteristic width of the thermal plumes is indeed com
rable to the thermal boundary layer thickness.

From the above measurements we conclude that at lo
Ra (,Rac), only a small number of thermal plumes is ge
erated near the conducting surfaces. These plumes e
from the thermal boundary layers randomly and move in
pendently in the convection cell. More plumes are genera
as Ra increases, and the system becomes ‘‘concentra
when Ra.Rac . In this case, the thermal plumes start to i
teract through the flow field generated by themselves. Fig
11 shows a possible mechanism for the generation of a ‘‘
drodynamic attraction’’ between two rising~or falling!
plumes near the conducting surface. The two nearby w
plumes in Fig. 11~solid images! are pushed away from th
lower conducting surface by the buoyancy forceFb . The

FIG. 11. A schematic drawing of two nearby warm plum
~solid images! forced away from the lower conducting surface b
the buoyancy forceFb . They are drawn together by the hydrod
namic interactions, because the flow due to one plume’s im
force ~dashed images! pulls the other plume towards it.
8-8
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TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS IN TURBULENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 026308 ~2002!
flow field generated by the two rising plumes must vanish
the lower surface, which can be achieved by introducing t
downward going image plumes~dashed images!, similar to
image charges used in electrostatics. As shown in Fig. 11
flow field from one plume’s image tends to pull the oth
plume towards it, and vice versa. This problem has b
solved analytically for two rising solid spheres near a s
strate @22# and we believe that the same principle is a
applicable to the thermal plumes near the conducting surf
With this ‘‘hydrodynamic attraction,’’ the motion of the ris
ing plumes becomes correlated in time. This correlated m
tion provides synchronized stimulations, which are nee
for the generation of the coherent oscillation.

It should be pointed out that the argument given in Fig.
for the plume attraction is based on the assumption that
flow field generated by a plume is similar to that of a so
sphere~a long-ranged monopole field!. There will be neither
attraction nor repulsion for two rising spheres at low Re
nolds numbers when they are far away from the bound
This is because the Stokes equation for the two ris
spheres is invariant when the direction of all the velocit
and forces is reversed@23#. Moseset al. have shown@24,25#
that the flow field generated by a laminar plume in a qui
cent background can be adequately described by a dipole
velocity potential. Two such rising laminar plumes are fou
to attract and coalesce when their separation beco
smaller than the size of the plumes. If this result could
applied to turbulent convection, one would expect that
two rising plumes shown in Fig. 11 will remain attractiv
even when they move to the sidewall region.

However, the interaction between the thermal plumes
turbulent convection is more complicated and has not b
explored in detail. First, the attraction between two lamin
plumes is obtained in a quiescent background. In turbu
convection, however, the dense rising~or falling! plumes in
the sidewall region entrain the surrounding fluid in such
way that the fluid velocity becomes comparable to that of
plumes. Second, the thermal plumes themselves may bec
turbulent at high Rayleigh numbers. In fact, we have fou
in a flow visualization@15# that the cap size of a startin
plume near the lower conducting surface isdp.3.4 cm at
Ra52.63109. Given the large-scale velocityU.0.8 cm/s,
we have Rep5Udp /n.270. This Reynolds number base
on the cap size is larger than the transition Reynolds num
Rec.220, above which thermal plumes lose their stabil
@26#. Clearly, the interaction between the thermal plumes
an essential ingredient for describing the velocity and te
perature structures in turbulent convection and needs to
further studied.

C. Rayleigh number dependence

It has been shown@14# that the maximum mean velocit
in the aspect-ratio-one cell is located in the plume-domina
buffer layer around the cell periphery. In the central co
region, the measured rotational velocityū is well described
by a linear function of radial distancer away from the cell
center. The slopeg of the straight line forū remains the
same in both the vertical scan across the cell height and
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horizontal scan across the cell diameter. This suggests
the bulk fluid indeed undergoes a two-dimensional rotat
around the cell center. From the measuredg we define a
characteristic large-scale velocityU5gL/2 and the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is given by Re5UL/n
5gL2/(2n). Figure 12 shows the Rayleigh number depe
dence of the measured Re. To view deviations from the R0.5

scaling more clearly, we plot the data in logarithmic sca
with Ra0.5 being divided out. The velocity measurements a
conducted in both aspect-ratio-one cells and the data po
for Ra.73108 are obtained from the larger cell.

In the velocity profile measurements, we measure the
cal velocity over varying locations and each data point
averaged over 2 h. The rotation rateg is obtained from the
linear profile with more than ten data points evenly spac
across the central region of size;L/2. Therefore, the data
points shown in Fig. 12 have been averaged many times
represent the best set of velocity data we have to date.
three data points in the Ra range between 53107 are
13108 are obtained in the smaller cell. This set of da
shows a somewhat larger scatterer, because the flow in
smaller cell is slower and the final statistical average is no
large as that for the larger-cell data. It is seen that the ve
ity data are well described by an effective power law
50.075 Ra0.46 ~solid line!.

As discussed in Sec. III A, the oscillation frequencyf 0 is
related to the large-scale flow viaf 0.U/(2L). The solid
triangles in Fig. 12 are the normalized oscillation frequen
2 f 0L2/n measured in the Ra range between 108 and 1010. It
is seen that the two sets of data coincide with each ot
suggesting that the oscillation period 1/f 0 is indeed twice as
large as the cell crossing timet05L/U. For convection ex-
periments in helium and mercury, direct velocity measu
ments are extremely difficult. The results shown in Fig.
thus provide an important connection between the temp
ture and velocity measurements in turbulent convection.

While the fitted power-law exponent of 0.46 is close
the classical value of 0.5 for the free-fall velocity@2,6,19#,
Fig. 12 clearly shows that the difference between the t

FIG. 12. Measured Re/Ra0.5 ~circles! and normalized oscillation
frequency (2f 0L2/n)/Ra0.5 ~solid triangles! as a function of Ra. The
measurements are conducted in two aspect-ratio-one cells andf 0 is
obtained from the temperature power spectrum measured nea
sidewall. The solid line is a power-law fit Re50.075 Ra0.46 to all
the data points.
8-9
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X.-L. QIU AND P. TONG PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 026308 ~2002!
values is beyond the experimental uncertainties. This sm
difference in exponent can be explained by a recent theo
ical model proposed by Grossmann and Lohse~GL! @27#.
Within the GL theory, the origin of having an effective e
ponent less than 0.5 comes from the combined contribut
from several dynamic regimes, in which the boundary la
and bulk contributions to the kinetic and thermal dissipatio
have different scaling exponents@28#. Although the mea-
sured exponent is clearly smaller than 0.5, one should in
pret the result with caution, especially when the control
rameter Ra is varied only in a limited range. In recent yea
the large-scale flow in turbulent convection has been m
sured using various velocimetry methods@14#. These mea-
surements showed that the large-scale velocityU can be ad-
equately described by a common power law,U;Rab, but the
measured exponentb varies among the experiments in
range between 0.5 and 0.42, which is comparable to
small difference discussed above.

To understand the small variations inb, we need to ex-
amine the exact sampling conditions, under which the ve
ity measurements are performed. Up to now one has m
sured three different kinds of large-scale velocity in t
aspect-ratio-one cell:~1! the maximum local mean vertica
velocity U1 near the sidewall,~2! the maximum linear veloc-
ity, U25gL/2, determined from the mean rotation rateg,
and ~3! a spatially averaged large-scale velocity,U352 f 0L,
determined from the temperature~or velocity! oscillation fre-
quencyf 0. In a recent experiment@29#, we have found that
the temperature and velocity oscillations have the same
quency f 0. The velocimetry methods used in these expe
ments have different sensitivities to velocity fluctuations
turbulent convection. Some techniques are sensitive onl
the large velocity fluctuations associated with strong ther
plumes and others can pick up smaller fluctuations as w
@14#. Consequently, the mean velocities obtained in these
periments are averaged over somewhat different ensem

Most measurements ofU1 in the sidewall region were
performed using a dual-thermometer setup@2#. By measuring
the cross-correlation function between two temperature
nals, one obtains the average transit time of large temp
ture fluctuations~e.g., thermal plumes! across two nearby
temperature probes. The flow velocity is determined by
distance between the two probes divided by the meas
transit time. Like many time-of-flight velocimeters, the dua
thermometer method has a cutoff velocity and thus is ins
sitive to small velocity fluctuations@14#. As shown in Table
I, the measurements ofU1 give consistent results with
b50.5 for helium gas (Pr.0.7) and water (Pr.5.5) and

TABLE I. Experimental results for the normalized large-sca
velocity, U1L/k;Rab, near the sidewall.

b values Pr range Technique used Referenc

0.485 0.64–1.4~helium! Dual thermometer @1,2#
0.488 0.7~helium! Dual thermometer @9#

0.50 ;0.7 ~helium! Dual thermometer @19#

0.50 ;5.5 ~water! Dual laser beam @30#

0.46 0.024~mercury! Dual thermometer @5#
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b50.46 for mercury (Pr.0.024). Because the bulk fluid
temperature was not kept constant in some of the velo
measurements, converting Pe´clet number, Pe5U1L/k, to
Reynolds number, Re5U1L/n, results in small changes inb
@19#. This is partially due to the fact that the large-scale flo
also depends strongly on Pr@3,9#. It is difficult to compare
the amplitude of the obtained power laws, because the ve
ity measurements were conducted in leveled convec
cells, in which the azimuth of LSC rotates slowly in time@6#.
Therefore, these velocity measurements were not made a
same location relative to LSC. Recently, we measuredU1
using LDV in a tilted cell, in which the rotation plane of LSC
is fixed. We conducted the velocity measurements at th
values of Ra and found thatU1 is ;22% larger thanU2
@14#.

Table II summarizes the measurements ofU3 (52 f 0L)
in various convecting fluids. It is seen that the values ofb
obtained vary slightly among the experiments with a typi
value 0.4660.03. We notice that those velocity measur
ments that are more sensitive to the large persistent the
plumes near the sidewall tend to give an exponentb50.5,
whereas the other velocity measurements involving m
‘‘bulk average’’ give a smaller value ofb. As indicated in
Fig. 4, the spatial distribution of the thermal plumes in
closed cell is not uniform and these plumes may have dif
ent fate. Some plumes have a short lifetime and are mixe
the bulk region where thermal dissipation is strong. Oth
plumes group together and accumulate in the sidewall reg
where thermal dissipation is relatively weak. The ‘‘compo
ite plumes’’ have a longer lifetime and hence are more ‘‘b
listic’’ with a terminal velocity proportional to the free-fal
velocity, U f5(agDTL)1/2. In this case, we haveb50.5.
Because of strong thermal dissipation, the velocity field
the bulk region may have a different scaling with Ra. Co
sequently, the Ra-dependence ofU2 andU3, which involve
more bulk average, may have a slightly different exponenb.
This conclusion is also supported by recent numerical res
@33#. A similar argument could also be made on the merc
system in which~molecular! thermal dissipation is very
strong. Further experiments are needed in order to un
stand the spatial organization of the thermal plumes and
plain the small variation inb.

IV. SUMMARY

We have carried out a systematic study of the tempera
field in turbulent thermal convection. Direct measureme

s

TABLE II. Experimental results for the normalized oscillatio
frequency, 2f 0L2/k;Rab.

b values Pr range References

0.49 0.64–1.4~helium! @1#

0.47 ;0.7 ~helium! @19#

0.46 ;5.5 ~water! Present expt.
0.43 1–93 (SF6) @3#

0.46 0.024~mercury! @5#

0.424 0.024~mercury! @6#

0.42 3–7~water! @31#

0.43 3–1027~solvents! @32#
8-10
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TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS IN TURBULENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 026308 ~2002!
of local temperature fluctuations and their correlation fu
tions were conducted in two aspect-ratio-one cells with va
ing Rayleigh numbers and spatial positions across the e
cell. These measurements fully characterize the spatial s
ture of the temperature oscillation and reveal the mixing a
emission dynamics of the thermal plumes near the cond
ing surface. A sharp transition from a random chaotic stat
a correlated turbulent state of finite coherence time is fo
when the Rayleigh number becomes larger than a crit
value Rac.53107. Above Rac the measured temperatu
correlation functions show a well-defined oscillation with
finite coherence time. The oscillation period is found to
twice as large as the transit time for thermal plumes to tra
between the two conducting surfaces of the cell~cell cross-
ing time!.

With these structural measurements, we now have a c
plete physical picture for the temperature oscillation in t
bulent convection. The temperature oscillation is genera
by the alternating emission of cold and warm plumes
tween the upper and lower thermal boundary layers. Th
thermal plumes exert vertical buoyancy forces to the b
fluid. An alternating eruption of thermal plumes, therefo
gives rise to a periodic impulsive force to the fluid. Becau
the cold and warm plumes are separated laterally into
opposing sidewall regions, the vertical thermal forcing
sults in a periodic impulsive torque, which drives the larg
scale circulation continuously. The central core region
‘‘sheared’’ by the rising and falling plumes near the sidewa
producing a constant mean velocity gradient in the regi
Velocity fluctuations in the central region are approximat
homogeneous and they are strong enough to fully mix m
of the thermal plumes in the region.

Two important conditions must be satisfied in order
generate the coherent temperature oscillation. The first c
dition is the spatial separation of cold and warm plumes
the convection cell, which is needed in order to set up
large-scale flow. When the falling cold plumes arrive at t
lower surface, heat exchange takes place in the region
they occupy. At~almost! the same time, the impact of th
cold plumes triggers off an instability of the lower therm
h-
ui
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boundary layer, resulting in an eruption of warm plumes
other regions not occupied by the cold plumes. Because
strong thermal mixing, the emission of warm plumes is su
pressed in the region where the falling cold plumes are
nihilated. This dynamic process provides a basic mechan
for the plume separation near the conducting surfaces.
plume separation is further enhanced by the large-scale
culation, which localizes~or polarizes! the spatial arrange
ment of the cold and warm plumes in the cell. This is
self-organizing process in that the plume separation and
large-scale flow help each other.

Besides the spatial separation, the thermal plumes are
organized in time to produce synchronized stimulations. T
is the second condition required for the generation of
coherent oscillation. As Ra increases, more thermal plum
are generated near the conducting surface and they sta
interact through the flow field generated by themselves. F
ure 11 illustrates a possible mechanism for the generatio
a ‘‘hydrodynamic attraction’’ between two rising plumes ne
the conducting surface. When a warm plume is pushed a
from the lower surface by buoyancy, it entrains the surrou
ing fluid and pulls the nearby plumes towards it. This hyd
dynamic attraction allows the warm plumes to move up
gether and provide a synchronized stimulation to trigger
an instability of the upper thermal boundary layer. It is fou
that such a temporal organization occurs when the Rayle
number becomes larger than a critical value Rac.53107,
which is in the same Ra range as that for the soft-to-h
turbulence transition. The experiment thus provides a uni
example to show how the thermal plumes in a closed c
vection cell organize themselves both in space and time
generate coherent oscillations in a turbulent environmen
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